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SUMMARY

Activation of the inflammasome is accompanied by
rapid formation of a micrometer-sized perinuclear
structure called the ASC speck, a platform for cas-
pase-1 activity. The ASC speck is often referred to
as an aggregate and shares certain features with
aggresomes. It is thus an open question whether
the ASC speck formation takes place via nonspecific
aggregation of hydrophobic patches or specific
interactions of its domains; PYD and CARD, which
belong to the death fold superfamily. Bringing
together structure and dynamics studies using the
Gaussian network model of PYD and CARD, andmo-
lecular dynamics simulations of the wild-type and
in silico mutated PYD, with the mutational analysis
on the ASC structure and its separate domains in
human cells, we show that the ASC speck is an orga-
nized structure with at least two levels of distinct
compactionmechanisms based on the specific inter-
actions of PYD and CARD.

INTRODUCTION

The inflammasome complexes form upon detection of intracel-

lular pathogen-associated molecular patterns, as well as dam-

age-associated molecular patterns (Gross et al., 2011; Leemans

et al., 2011). Pathogen-associated molecular patterns are

detected by cytoplasmic pattern recognition receptors such as

NLRP3, NLRC4, and AIM2, which become components of

inflammasomes (Latz et al., 2013). NLRP3 inflammasome is acti-

vated by wide range of stimuli such as pore-forming toxins, par-

ticulate materials, and extracellular ATP (Gross et al., 2011). Po-

tassium efflux, lysosomal damage, and reactive oxygen species

derived frommitochondria have been proposed for downstream

signaling of the NRLP3 inflammasome (Hornung and Latz, 2010;

Muñoz-Planillo et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2011). For NLRP3 and

AIM2 inflammasomes, the ASC protein functions as an adaptor

that bridges procaspase-1 to the receptors, whereas NLRC4

can directly interact with procaspase-1 (Schroder and Tschopp,
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2010). According to an accepted theoretical model (Schroder

and Tschopp, 2010), oligomerization of inflammasome receptors

is followed by the recruitment of ASC that associates with pro-

caspase-1. Procaspase-1 proteins that are in proximity undergo

autocleavage and become active. The mature caspase-1 is then

capable of processing proIL-1beta and proIL-18 that are subse-

quently secreted from the cell (Latz et al., 2013). Activation of

NLRP3, NLRC4, and AIM2 inflammasomes is known to be

accompanied by rapid formation of amicrometer-sized compact

perinuclear structure called the ASC speck/ASC foci/pyropto-

some (Broz et al., 2010a, 2010b; Fernandes-Alnemri et al.,

2007; Jones et al., 2010). The ASC speck was proposed to be

the platform for caspase-1 activity (Fernandes-Alnemri et al.,

2007).

The ASC protein contains two domains: N-terminal PYD

(amino acids M1-T89) and C-terminal CARD (residues H113-

S195), connected by a flexible 23-residue linker (amino acids

H90-L112). PYD and CARD are members of death-fold super-

family domains (de Alba, 2009). Both domains are composed

of structurally independent six-helix bundle motifs (Figure 1).

The linker allows a back-to-back orientation of the two domains

and may facilitate interactions with multiple partners. Any nu-

clear magnetic resonance (NMR)-derived contacts are not

observed between either of these two death domains or any

domain and the linker, which indicate that PYD and CARD do

not directly interact with each other (de Alba, 2009). There are

some structural differences between the PYDs of different pro-

teins; however, the ASC2 protein (Protein Data Bank [PDB] ID

2HM2), which consists of only a pyrin domain, has a very high

structural similarity with the PYD of full-length ASC (Natarajan

et al., 2006). This may indicate that the presence of CARD

does not affect the structure of PYD. However, the 3D structure

of the CARD-CARD complex (Qin et al., 1999) (CARD of human

APAF1 and human Caspase-9; PDB ID 3YGS) shows that there

are some structural differences between the CARD of those pro-

teins and the CARD of ASC, particularly at the CARD-CARD

interface.

Death-fold superfamily domains are characteristically present

in proteins involved in inflammatory and apoptotic pathways.

Proteins containing these domains interact with each other via

homotypic interactions. ASC interacts with procaspase-1 and

NLRC4 by establishing homotypic interactions using the CARD

present in these proteins. Similarly, ASC interacts with NLRP3
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Figure 1. The Structure of ASC
NMR structure of full-length human ASC protein (de Alba, 2009) (PDB ID:

2KN6) with domains and secondary structural elements labeled.
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and AIM2 via homotypic interactions using PYD (Schroder and

Tschopp, 2010). The PYD and CARD of ASC form filament struc-

tures when overexpressed as separate domains (Masumoto

et al., 2001). The PYD-filament formation was suggested as a

result of back-to-back assembly of two oppositely charged sur-

faces on PYD. This interaction is called type I interaction mode,

which uses helices H1 and H4 at one surface and helices H2 and

H3 on the other surface (Liepinsh et al., 2003; Vajjhala et al.,

2012). The second proposed mode, type II interaction mode, in

this superfamily is observed between helix H4 and the H4 and

H5 loop at one surface and the H5 and H6 loop of the opposing

surface. Another mode of interaction, type III interactionmode, is

observed between helix H3 at one surface and the loops of H1

and H2 and H3 and H4 on the other surface. Alternative interac-

tion modes (type II and type III) were experimentally shown for

other members of the death-fold superfamily domains contain-

ing proteins (Kersse et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2010; Park et al.,

2007; Wang et al., 2010). A mutational screen on the CARD of

ASC has identified multiple surfaces important in the ASC speck

formation (Proell et al., 2013). Finally, the cryoelectron micro-

scopy (cryo-EM) structure of PYD filaments was published while

the present manuscript was in preparation (Lu et al., 2014). Type

III interaction mode surfaces appear slightly different in this

structure; the loops H1 and H2 and H2 and H3 form the opposite

surfaces.

The ASC speck structurally resembles aggresomes by its

cellular localization, size, compact shape, ubiquitination, sensi-

tivity to microtubule depolymerizing drugs, association with pro-

teasomes, and colocalization with vimentin and microtubule

organizing center (Balci-Peynircioglu et al., 2008; Cheng et al.,

2010; Johnston et al., 1998; Shi et al., 2012). Few differences be-

tween the ASC speck and aggresome include formation kinetics

because the ASC speck formation is rapid (takes place in few

minutes) compared to hours-long aggresome formation (Fer-

nandes-Alnemri et al., 2007; Richards et al., 2001). The events

that trigger formation of these structures are also different,

because aggresome forms as a result of cellular stress or protein

misfolding, whereas the ASC speck formation requires inflam-

masome activation (Johnston et al., 1998; Miao et al., 2011).
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The resemblance between the ASC speck and aggresome rai-

ses thequestion as towhether theASCspeck formation is a result

of specific interactions between PYD andCARDor simply aggre-

gation of hydrophobic patches of ASC proteins. To address this

question, we performed structure- and dynamics-based ana-

lyses on the ASC protein to predict dynamically important amino

acids that could be plausible for the binding interactions of PYD

and CARD, which were then subjected to a mutational analysis.

Our results indicate that the ASC speck formation is based on

specific homophilic but not heterophilic interactions by PYD

andCARD separately. We propose amodel in which filament for-

mation is the first level of organization in the ASC speck. Fila-

ments further compact in a higher organization level, which can

be inhibited by the L25A mutation. Finally, PYD uses alternative

interaction modes other than type I that might be important in

compaction of the ASC speck, which is presented with amecha-

nistic view based on the dynamic characteristics of PYD.

RESULTS

Prediction of Binding Core Amino Acids on ASC by Fast
Modes of Motion
Amino acids that fluctuate in high frequency/fast modes by

Gaussian network model (GNM) are kinetically hot spots shown

to have structural and functional importance (Bahar et al., 1998;

Ertekin et al., 2006; Haliloglu et al., 1997, 2008; Haliloglu and Er-

man, 2009; Ozbek et al., 2010, 2013). Binding sites are associ-

ated with high as well as low stability regions (Luque and Freire,

2000; Swapna et al., 2012). The folding and binding core amino

acids associate with the high frequency fluctuations, which

respectively may infer stability of tertiary fold or/and local re-

gions. Twenty-two amino acids from PYD and 20 amino acids

from CARD were identified by the fast modes of motion (Figures

S2A and S2B available online), which are expected to be highly

conserved, relatively buried, and clustered in space. With the

conservation score R 4 (Landau et al., 2005), 16 and 17 amino

acids, respectively, remained as candidates for the binding

core amino acids of the ASC protein (Figure 2). We initially pro-

posed G65, L68, L73, and R74 from PYD; M159, R160, L181,

and R182 from the CARD; and a double mutation L68-R160

from both domains of the ASC protein.

Single Amino Acid Mutations Change the Assembly of
the ASC Speck
A series of point mutations in the ASC protein based on the fast

modes of dynamics (Figure 2) were created to explore whether

these amino acids that are plausible for the intrinsic binding

behavior of the PYD and CARD are indeed crucial for the ASC

speck formation. In addition, single point mutations into alanine

were also generated based on the correlation of previously stud-

ied amino acids of PYD (Vajjhala et al., 2012) with the key sites of

the dynamics; E13, E19, K21, L25, K26, R41A, D48, D51, E62,

and E67 were related to the hinges of the global dynamics (Fig-

ure 3) and D51A and E67A also were associated with the high-

frequency fluctuations (Figure 2). L25 and K26 are not hinges

but only closely positioned with the hinge R41 in the structure.

Additionally, double mutation K26A-R160A was also consid-

ered. In total, 18 amino acids were mutated into alanine and

two double mutations were generated.
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Figure 2. High-Frequency Fluctuating

Amino Acids

High-frequency fluctuating amino acids in average

three fastest GNM modes on separate PYD and

CARD filtered with evolutionary conservation

scores: 16 of 22 and 17 of 20 high frequency

fluctuating amino acids in total, respectively,

appear with the conservation scores R4; with the

continuous conservation values partitioned into a

discrete scale of nine bins, a grade of 1 indicates a

highly variable amino acid position and grade 9 is

highly conserved (Landau et al., 2005). See also

Figure S2.
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Plasmids encoding for each of the mutated ASC as a fusion

protein with EGFP were transfected into HEK293T cells, and

confocal microscopy was used to observe and evaluate the

ASC speck formation. EGFP-ASC overexpression in HEK293T

cells gives rise to spontaneous ASC speck formation, similar

to the ASC specks formed in human macrophage cells after

NLRP3 inflammasome activation (Figures S1A–S1C). Seven of

the 18 single amino acid mutations did not have an effect on

the ASC speck formation. However, 11 single amino acid muta-

tions (E13A, E19A, K21A, K26A, R41A, D48A, D51A, L68A,

L73A, M159A, and R160A) disrupted the ASC speck (Table 1

and Figures 4B–4E). These mutated ASC constructs formed

filaments extending throughout the cell very similar to the fila-

ments formed by the expression of either PYD or CARD do-

mains alone, or the short isoform (Matsushita et al., 2009) of

ASC (Figure 4F).
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We hypothesized that filament forma-

tion by the mutated ASC constructs is a

result of the remaining intact domain

because the separate PYD and CARD,

each can form similar filaments when ex-

pressed as separate domains (Masumoto

et al., 2001). To prove this theory, we

generated two combinations of double

mutations targeting both domains of

ASC (K26A-R160A and L68A-R160A).

Double mutant EGFP-ASC constructs

showed a diffused expression pattern

throughout the cell and failed to form

either filaments or ASC specks (Table 1

and Figure 4G).

Strikingly, the L25A mutant displayed a

different phenotype, which appears as an

intermediate between the ASC speck and

filaments formed by some mutant ASC

constructs. The structure formed by the

L25A mutant ASC is referred to as ‘‘Me-

dusa’s head’’ phenotype in this study.

It is a perinuclear structure with a size

comparable to the ASC speck and has

apparent filament extensions pointing

outward from its core (Figure 4H). ASC

is a relatively conserved protein with

71.8% sequence identity between the
human and mouse versions. However, L25 is not conserved

and there is a methionine amino acid at this position in mouse

ASC. Because compact-shaped ASC specks have been re-

ported in mouse studies, we hypothesized that a methionine

can substitute the leucine amino acid at this position in

human ASC. Indeed, L25M-mutated EGFP-ASC recovered the

compact, globular shape of the ASC speck (Figure 4I).

If we consider the set of 11 mutations that disrupt the speck

formation, the fast and slow modes dynamics predict and/or

provide a mechanistic and dynamic aspect in ten of these muta-

tions. Amino acids L68 and L73 from PYD and M159 and R160

from CARD are among the high-frequency fluctuating amino

acids as were the amino acids L68 and R160 in doublemutations

L68A-R160A and K26A-R160A. D51 is a neighbor to T53, which

is also a high-frequency fluctuating amino acid. Amino acids

E13, E19, K21, R41, and D48 are at the hinge sites of the global



Figure 3. Hinge Residues of GNM Modes

Hinge residues of the slowest (A) and second

slowest (B) modes of GNM by both 7 Å and 10 Å

rcut, are shown on PYD (green backbone spheres).

Dynamic domains identified by the hinge axes/

plane at 10 Å are red and blue. See also Figure S2.
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motion of PYD (Figure 3), which will be discussed. On the other

hand, mutations G65A, R74A, L181A, and R182A did not affect

the speck formation. G65 and K181 are among highly conserved

amino acids (Landau et al., 2005). L181A and R182A may relate

another functional site. Alanine is yet observed at positions G65

and R74 within the ASC homologs’ structures and thus another

substitution might show an effect. On the other hand, the R74

corresponding position on pyrin PYD (R75A) was shown to

disrupt the pyrin PYD-ASC PYD association (Vajjhala et al.,

2014). E62A and E67A, which were dynamically plausible for a

functional role but did not show any effect, were false-positive

results with respect to structural/functional attributes focused

here.

For themutations that were carried out in the present work and

affected the ASC speck formation, there is evidence in the liter-

ature that E13A, L25A, K21A, R41A, and D48A mutations do not
Structure 22, 1722–1734, December 2, 2014 ª
disrupt the PYD folding (Srimathi et al.,

2008; Vajjhala et al., 2012). For K26A,

L68A, L73A, M159A, and R160A muta-

tions, we expressed mutated ASC pro-

teins without EGFP fusion to check their

stability in cells (Figure S1E). L68A- and

L73A-mutated full-length ASC proteins

were expressed only poorly, suggesting

that these two mutations might affect

mainly folding stability. On the other

hand, D75 is a binding site of type I inter-

action mode based on the recent cryo-

EM structure (Lu et al., 2014) and further

R75A on pyrin PYD (R74A in ASC PYD)

affected the pyrin PYD-ASC PYD associ-

ation, implying a close association of the

folding and binding residues here.

Furthermore, the amino acids that

show high-frequency fluctuations (Fig-

ure 2) but not tested in the present work

(T53, L56, V57, A70, and Q79) were asso-

ciated with ASC-PYD self-association or

its binding to other PYDs (Vajjhala et al.,

2012, 2014; Lu et al., 2014). Together

with L68A and L73A, which lead to signif-

icant stability decrease (Figure S1E), H5

is possibly an important site of structural

stability and some binding interactions.

Parallel Effects of Mutations on
Full-Length ASC and Its Separate
Domains
PYD and CARD form filaments via homo-

typic interaction when expressed as
separate domains (Masumoto et al., 2001). We labeled PYD

and CARD with green and red fluorescent proteins, respectively.

We demonstrate that PYD and CARD formmutually exclusive fil-

aments when expressed in the same cell, which indicates that

the PYD-PYD and CARD-CARD interactions are highly specific

(Figure 5A).

Parallel sets of mutations (Table S1) were carried out on sepa-

rate PYD and CARD constructs, and the effects of the mutants

were analyzed according to presence or loss-of-filament forma-

tion. We observe that ASC speck disrupting mutations in the

full-length protein construct also inhibit filament formation of

separate PYD and CARD domain constructs and vice versa (Fig-

ures 5B–5D). Mutated PYD constructs show a gradual inhibition

in the filament formation. Whereas E13A, K21A, K26A, D51A,

and L73A mutations on the PYD inhibited filament formation

frequency by varying degrees, E19A, R41A, D48A, and L68A
2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1725



Table 1. Summary of ASC Variants’ Phenotypes

ASC Variant Phenotype Location

WT long isoform speck –

E13A filament PYD

E19A filament PYD

K21A filament PYD

L25A Medusa’s head PYD

L25M speck PYD

K26A filament PYD

R41A filament PYD

D48A filament PYD

D51A filament PYD

E62A speck PYD

G65A speck PYD

E67A speck PYD

L68A filament PYD

L73A filament PYD

R74A speck PYD

M159A filament CARD

R160A filament CARD

L181A speck CARD

R182A speck CARD

K26A-R160 soluble PYD + CARD

L68A-R160 soluble PYD + CARD

Short isoform filament no linker

Phenotypes of two isoforms, 19 single site-directed mutations and two

double mutations are summarized. Indicated ASC variants were labeled

with EGFP, transfected into HEK293T cells, and observed with confocal

microscopy as in Figure 4.
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mutations on PYD and M159, R160A mutations on CARD

completely abolished filament formation (Figure 5D). The L25A

mutation on the separate PYD did not alter the filament formation

frequency, which indicates that this mutation does not affect

PYD-PYD interactions. Note that the atypical L25A mutation on

the full-length ASC protein formed a Medusa’s head phenotype.

Mutant EGFP-PYD- and mCherry-CARD-expressing cells were

analyzed by western blotting, and the mutant constructs were

found to result in expression of same-size protein products at

comparable levels to wild-type (WT) constructs except for

L68A and L73A (Figures 5E and 5F).

Type I Is Not the Only Effective Interaction Mode in
PYD-PYD Interactions
The putative type I mode interaction surfaces with helices H1 and

H4 at one surface andH2 andH3 at the other surface of PYDhave

positive and negative electrostatic surface potentials, respec-

tively, and the PYD filament formation was proposed to be based

on the electrostatic interactions between these surfaces (Liepinsh

et al., 2003). Recently, a mutagenesis analysis provided the evi-

dence for thepresenceof type Imode for thePYDofASC (Vajjhala

et al., 2012). Other members of the death-fold superfamily were

shown to possess alternative interaction modes (Kersse et al.,

2011). We designed experiments to find out whether type I is the

only possible interaction mode between PYDs.
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Type I interaction mode disrupting mutant PYD constructs

(R41A and D48A) were fused with the green fluorescent protein,

whereas the WT PYD construct was labeled with a red fluores-

cent protein and their combinations were coexpressed in

HEK293T cells. The experiment had three potential outcomes

as illustrated in Figure 6A: in the first case (case I), only the intact

surface but not the mutant surface of type I mode deficient PYD

would be capable of interactingwith theWTPYDfilaments. In the

absence of alternative interaction modes, competition between

the mutant and WT PYDs would occur and therefore inhibition

of WT PYD filament formation would be expected. In the second

case (case II), wewould expect to observe co-localization of type

I mode deficient PYD on the WT PYD filaments without any inhi-

bition of theWT PYD filament formation. This scenario could only

be possible if type Imode-deficient PYD used alternative interac-

tionmodes to bind to theWTPYDfilaments. In the last case (case

III), type I mode-deficient PYD would not colocalize on the WT

PYD filaments, and the WT PYD filament formation would not

be affected. In this case, the mutation on PYD might exert its ef-

fects on multiple interaction surfaces.

We exploited type I mode-deficient R41A and D48A mutant

PYDs to find out whether type I is the only interaction mode for

the PYD of ASC. EGFP-labeled R41A and D48A mutant PYDs

did not form filaments and displayed a diffused expression

pattern throughout the cell when expressed one by one (Figures

5B and 6B). However, when these constructs were cotrans-

fected with the mCherry-labeled WT PYD, the D48A mutant

PYD fully colocalized on the WT PYD filaments, suggesting the

presence of alternative interaction modes according to case II

(Figure 6C; Movie S1D). The R41A PYD only partially colocalized

with the WT PYD filaments at spots where the WT PYD filaments

were dense. The experimental outcome for the R41A PYD was

intermediate between cases II and III, indicating that the effect

of R41A mutation is not limited to type I interaction mode sur-

faces only.

We confirmed the colocalization of the R41A and D48Amutant

PYDs on the WT PYD filaments by an in vitro FRET experiment

(Figures 6D and 6E). Briefly, the same set of plasmids as in Fig-

ure 6C were cotransfected into HEK293T cells and relative effi-

ciency of FRET from the R41A and D48A mutated EGFP-labeled

PYDs to themCherry-labeledWT PYD filaments weremeasured.

Relative FRET efficiency is inversely proportional to the distance

between FRET donor (EGFP) and acceptor (mCherry). EGFP-

PYD WT and EGFP alone were used as positive and negative

controls, respectively. In accordance with the co-localization

data, both R41A and D48A mutant PYDs had significantly higher

relative FRET efficiencies compared to the negative control,

EGFP alone. Relative FRET efficiency of the D48A mutated

PYD was also closer to, although slightly lower than the positive

control, EGFP-PYD WT. Proper expression of FRET constructs

were checked by western blotting (Figure 6F).

The present finding on multiple interaction modes for PYD

concurs with the recent cryo-EM structure (Lu et al., 2014).

Next, we checked the significance of these two amino acids

with respect to the dynamics and interactions of PYD.

Global Hinges Control PYD-PYD Interactions
The global motion of PYDwas determined by the GNM. The slow

modes of dynamics are implicated as functional (Bahar and
All rights reserved



Figure 4. Selected Mutations in ASC PYD and/or CARD Disrupt ASC Speck Formation

EGFP-ASC variant encoding plasmids were transfected into HEK293T cells. Indicated site-directed mutations were created on the long isoform of ASC.

Representative confocal micrographs of ASC variants are shown in (A)–(I).

(A) WT long isoform.

(B) K26A.

(C) R41A.

(D) D48A.

(E) R160A.

(F) Short isoform.

(G) K26A-R160A.

(H) L25A.

(I) L25M. Nucleus was stained with DAPI. Whole cells (cytosol + nucleus) were depicted by cotransfection of mCherry encoding plasmid. Scale bar represents

10 mm. Wide-field images of indicated ASC variants are shown in Figure S1D and the complete list of ASC variant phenotypes is given in Table 1.

(J) Western blotting analysis of cells transfected with indicated ASC variants. Anti-mCherry and anti-actin are used as transfection and loading controls,

respectively. See also Figure S1.
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Rader, 2005). Hinges are mechanistic sites that control the

global modes of motion and cooperative fluctuations. The slow-

est GNM mode divides PYD into two dynamic domains (H1, H4,

H5, and H6 [blue] and H2, H3, and the H2 and H3 loop [red]; Fig-

ure 3A) by the hinge sites at E13-L20, M47-A49, and S58-Y60.

D48 is a hinge amino acid and part of the hinge axis/plane that

controls the global motion of PYD and the cooperativity between

its dynamic domains. The perturbation introduced with D48A

may affect the allosteric interaction of the two surfaces of type

I interaction mode; H1 and H4 being at one dynamic domain

and the opposite surface H2 and H3 being on the other. On the

other hand, R41 is at a hinge site of the second slowest mode
Structure 22, 1722–17
of PYD; the two dynamic domains in this mode (the N-terminal

half of H1, the H2 and H3 loop, the C-terminal half of H4, H5,

and H6 [blue] and the C-terminal half of H1, H2, H3, and the

N-terminal half of H4 [red]; Figure 3B) is defined by the hinge sites

at I8-L12, L28-V30, R38-P40, K55-L56, and E62-A66. This may

imply that the binding may not be only a local phenomenon here.

Consistent with the effect of single point mutations on the as-

sembly of the ASC speck and PYD filaments (Figures 4 and 5),

E13, E19, K21, R41, and D48 are associated with the hinges of

the PYD’s global motion. This provides a mechanistic perspec-

tive for these amino acids and their possible allosteric effects

though the global mode perturbation in addition to local effects.
34, December 2, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1727



Figure 5. ASC Speck Disrupting Mutations Inhibit the Filament Formation of Individual PYD and CARD

(A) EGFP-PYD and mCherry-CARD constructs were cotransfected into HEK293T cells.

(B–D) An overlapping set of mutations as in Table 1 was created on EGFP-PYD (B) and mCherry-CARD (C) constructs. (B) Representative images of four EGFP-

PYD constructs (WT, L25A, R41A, D48A) are shown. (C) Representative images of two mCherry-CARD constructs (WT and R160A) are shown. Nucleus was

stained with DAPI. Whole cells (cytosol + nucleus) were depicted by cotransfection of mCherry- and EGFP-encoding plasmids in (B) and (C), respectively. Scale

bar represents 10 mm. See also Movie S2. (D) Mutated EGFP-PYD- and mCherry-CARD-encoding plasmids were transfected into HEK293T cells. Ratios of

filament forming cells versus transfected cells were calculated (stars: p < 0.001). Three fluorescent wide-field images were analyzed for each construct (>1,000

cells per construct). See also Table S1.

(E and F) Cells in (D) were analyzed by western blotting. Anti-actin: loading control. Anti-mCherry and anti-EGFP are transfection controls in (E) and (F),

respectively. neg. (negative control), EGFP alone. The error bars represent one SD.
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R41A and D48A Affect the PYD’s Dynamics and
Cooperativity
Both R41A and D48A led to the type I-deficient mutant PYDs and

disrupted the speck formation of the full-length ASC protein. D48

is not directly involved in any type of interaction modes as an

interface residue in the new cryo-EM structure (Lu et al., 2014).

On the other hand, R41 is a binding site in both type I and type

III interaction modes by making two H-bonds with D54 and

nonbonded contacts with E13, N14, and T16, respectively. To

further understand the interaction modes of PYD, molecular dy-

namics (MD) simulations of the WT, R41A, and D48A mutant

PYDs were also carried out to view the changes in the internal

dynamics along the structure of PYD with the mutations. Neither

mutation led to significant conformational changes in PYD. The
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sampled MD conformations remained within 2 Å root-mean-

square deviation in both WT and mutant PYDs (Figures S3A–

S3C), implying mainly an entropic nature in the observed

behavioral changes with the dynamic view presented below.

The residue mobility and flexibility profiles were similar be-

tween the WT PYD and both mutant PYD (Figures S3D–S3F,

S3J, and S3K). Nevertheless, D48A stabilizes the fluctuations

of the loop H4 and H5, which forms one of the surfaces of type

II interaction mode (Figures S3G–S3I). This also holds for the

flexibility. D48, being a hinge residue, allosterically affects the

dynamic space of the loop H4 and H5. On the other hand, the dy-

namic network—the network of correlated fluctuations—within

PYD showed significant differences among WT, R41A, and

D48A PYD (Figure 7) and apparently led to different dynamic
All rights reserved



Figure 6. Alternative Interaction Modes of the PYD of ASC

The presence of alternative interaction modes (other than type I) was investigated using type I mode deficient PYD constructs. For this experiment, WT and type I

deficient PYDs labeled with different colored fluorescent markers were cotransfected into HEK293T cells.

(A) Potential outcomes of our experimental setup are schematically described. Type I interaction surfaces of PYD are depicted as blue (+) and red (�) in the

cartoonmodel, representing their electrostatic surface potentials. Dashed lines represent interactions between PYDs. Yellow star stands for themutation on type

I mode deficient PYD.

(B) Wide-field images of cells transfected with plasmids encoding EGFP (negative control), EGFP-PYD WT (positive control), EGFP-PYD R41A, and EGFP-PYD

D48A. Scale bar represents 50 mm.

(C) mCherry-PYDWT-encoding plasmid was cotransfected with EGFP (negative control), EGFP-PYDWT (positive control), R41A- and D48A-encoding plasmids.

DAPI, nucleus. Scale bar represents 10 mm. See also Movies S1A, S1B, S1C, and S1D.

(D) Cells were cotransfected as in (C). The graph shows emission spectra of cell lysates upon excitation at 488 nm (donor excitation maximum), normalized with

emission maximum of EGFP. Samples were measured twice and cells were transfected in duplicate.

(E) Relative FRET efficiencies (proximity ratio) of cell lysates in (D). **p < 0.0013, *p < 0.042.

(F) Western blotting analysis of cell lysates in (E).

(G) Proposed model for colocalization of PYD D48A on PYD WT filaments. Red edges: type I interaction surfaces. Green and blue edges: alternative interaction

surfaces. The error bars represent one SD.
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fluctuations with respect to the binding interactions. We mainly

explore the cooperativity between the surfaces of the interaction

modes on separate PYD.

In the WT PYD, there are positively correlated fluctuations be-

tween H1 and H2 (particularly between I8, L12, and E13 on H1

and K21-L27 on H2), indicating allosteric communication be-

tween the opposite surfaces of type I interaction mode. Both

H1 and H2 display weak coupling with H5 (Figures 7A and B),

where H5 also slightly correlates with H4. H1 and H4 are

at one of the type I interaction mode surfaces and are weakly

correlated. Additionally, there is also a coupling between R41
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(N terminus of H3) and K55 (H4) of still two opposite surfaces

where R41 and D54 forms an interchain H-bond in type I interac-

tion mode during oligomerization (Lu et al., 2014). On the other

hand, there is moderate and no visible cooperativity between

type II (C terminus of H4 and the loop of H4 and H5 with loop

of H5 and H6) and type III (the loop of H1 and H2 and loop of

H2 and H3) interaction mode surfaces, respectively (Figures

7C and D).

D48, being a global hinge, was able to lead to a dynamic

change in the cooperativity of PYD with the mutation (Figure 3A).

The correlations of H1-H2, H1-H4, and H1-H5 disappear with a
34, December 2, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1729



Figure 7. Correlation between Amino Acid Fluctuations of the WT and D48A PYD by MD Simulations

(A–D) The correlation map of theWT PYD (A): the average correlation of one of the surfaces of the type I (I8-E13) (B), type II (V57-F62) (C), and type III (E13-T16) (D)

interactions modes with the rest of WT PYD color-coded.

(E–H) The correlation map of the D48A PYD (E): the average correlation of one of the surfaces of the type I (I8-E13) (F), type II (V57-F62) (G), and type III (E13-T16)

(H) interactions modes with the rest of the D48A PYD color-coded.

(I and J) The average correlations of the type II (V57-F62) (I) and type III (E13-T16) (J) interaction modes, when the D48A PYD MD simulation runs are clustered

based on the correlation strength of the two opposing surfaces of the type II (four runs) and type III (two runs) interaction modes. The residue stretches for each of

the interaction mode surfaces were chosen based on the most significant differences between the WT and D48A PYD observed. The results also for R41A are

given in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. See also Figures S3–S5.
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decrease in the correlation of R41 and K55. Moreover, the corre-

lation of H2-H5 and H4-H5 significantly increases (Figure 7E).

Interestingly, the increased cooperativity of H4-H5 leads to an in-
1730 Structure 22, 1722–1734, December 2, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd
crease in the correlations between H4/the loop of H4 and H5 and

loop of H5 and H6, which describes the type II interaction mode

(Figures 7C and 7G). The dynamics of the H4 and H5 loop
All rights reserved
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(Figures S3G–S3K) should also corroborate this behavior.

Furthermore, the analysis of the individual D48A PYD MD simu-

lation runs revealed that there is an adverse behavior between

the type II and type III interaction modes. Although the type II

interaction mode dominates in the average behavior (Figure 7G),

when D48A PYD MD simulation runs are clustered based on the

relative strength of the cooperativity of the type II and III interac-

tion mode surfaces, the type II and type III interactions mode is

stronger while the type III and type II interaction mode is weaker,

respectively, in four and in two of six MD simulation runs (Figures

7I and 7J; Figure S4M). As a result, when the correlation maps

are averaged based on the latter groups of MD simulation

runs, a stronger type II/type III interaction mode evolves (Figures

S4A–S4H). An interesting point to note here is that one of the sur-

faces of each interaction mode displays a coupling in the WT,

which is lost with the D48A PYD.

R41A could affect binding interactions globally as being a

hinge residue (second slowest mode) and locally as an interface

residue in both type I and type III interactionmodes. The dynamic

cooperativity of R41A PYD compared to WT PYD displays that

the correlation of the type I interaction mode surfaces H1-H2

decreases and H1-H4 disappears, and the correlation of H2-

H5 increases (Figure S4I). However, the latter changes are not

as significant as observed in the D48A PYD (Figure 7E). With

this network of cooperativity, neither of the type II and type III

interaction mode surfaces significantly appear (Figures S4K

and S4L). R41 is an important conserved position in pyrin PYD

(R42). R42W in pyrin PYD is associated with familial Mediterra-

nean fever (Vajjhala et al., 2014).

Taken together, both D48A and R41A affect the dynamic

network of the protein, although this does not exclude the ex-

pected local perturbations. D48A significantly affects the type I

interaction mode and disposes the type II and/or type III interac-

tion modes. Nevertheless, R41A cannot reveal the alternative

interaction modes, which may explain the behavioral differences

between D48A and R41A in the colocalization experiments (Fig-

ure 6C). There appears to be an interplay among different inter-

action modes revealed by D48A, which may suggest an order in

the use of different type of interaction modes during the filament

formation. It is interesting to note here that the filament disrupting

mutations except D48A that is not an immediate binding residue

are hinges at the binding interfaces. The association of hinge

dynamics with binding infers allostery and long-range control

in the oligomerization.

L25 is an interaction site in the type I interaction mode but

L25A does not disrupt the filament formation. It makes

nonbonded contacts with L50, T53, and D54 on H4 of the other

PYD monomer during oligomerization (Lu et al., 2014). Further-

more, L25 is close to R41 and correlates with I8 (and L12, E13)

at the opposite surfaces of type I interaction mode in the WT

PYD. R41 and I8 are the hinges of the second slowest mode.

The latter correlation disappears in D48A PYD and also weakens

in R41A PYD. To this end, the effect of L25A surrounded by

charged residues on the PYD’s interactions could be a weak

direct effect and/or a secondary effect through R41 and I8.

Finally, the projection of the MD-sampled conformations onto

the three principal components shows that similar conformers

are observed in the WT and mutant PYD, but mutations induce

an effect in the dynamic ensemble by changing the populations
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of the various subspaces,mainly of the first principal motion (Fig-

ures S5A–S5C). The distribution of the GNM eigenvalues in the

two slowest modes of the MD-sampled conformations was

analyzed to further reflect the changes in the dynamics of the

WT and mutant PYD (Figure S5D) (Hall et al., 2007). A slight shift

is observed to the lower and higher eigenvalues, respectively,

with the D48A and R41A PYD compared to the WT structure.

Lower eigenvalues means higher cooperativity for D48A. Lower

cooperativity of R41A may relate to its potential that may affect

all modes of interactions.

DISCUSSION

The discovery of the micrometer-sized perinuclear structure

formed by ASC proteins, namely the ASC speck, precedes the

finding that the ASC protein acts as an adaptor in various inflam-

masomes (Latz et al., 2013; Masumoto et al., 1999). Subsequent

studies suggested this structure as the activation platform for

inflammasome activity (Fernandes-Alnemri et al., 2007). Regard-

less of its function, the ASC speck shares similarities with aggre-

somes and aggresome-like structures, and it is thus frequently

referred to as an aggregate. It was an open question whether

the ASC speck formation is a result of specific interactions by

PYD and/or CARD or via nonspecific hydrophobic interactions

in the more conventional way that the aggregate formation

occurs.

The results of our mutation screen on the full-length ASC show

that the first scenario is more likely. We demonstrate that muta-

tions inhibiting the PYD-PYD and CARD-CARD interactions are

disrupting the ASC speck as well (Figure 4). Furthermore, the

ASC-disrupting mutations are plausible binding amino acids

based on the intrinsic dynamics of PYD andCARD and the amino

acids that are key in the global dynamics of PYD. If the ASC

speck formation was merely a result of aggregation of ASC pro-

teins from their hydrophobic patches, we would expect to

observe little or no difference when we mutate amino acids

that are considered intrinsically important for the dynamics or

specific PYD-PYD and CARD-CARD interactions, which is the

opposite of our observation. Innate immune pathways are char-

acteristically fast responding, such as NF-kB activation, to

perform their first line of protection (Wang et al., 2002). Formation

of the ASC speck via specific PYD and CARD interactions may

explain its rapid assembly, which only takes minutes compared

to the hours-long aggresome formation process (Cheng et al.,

2010).

The ASC Speck Should Be Considered a Polymer or a
Scaffold Made of Polymers
Our results are consistent with a previous mutation screen study

(Vajjhala et al., 2012) that used coimmunoprecipitation (coIP) and

GST pull-down assays. Cumulative results reinforce the idea that

the ASC speck formation is based on specific interactions rather

than protein aggregation: coIP and GST pull-down assays

showed that E13A, K21A, K26A, R41A, D48A, and D51A muta-

tions disrupted specific interactions between PYDs (Table S1).

We observed that these mutations on PYD constructs disrupted

filament formation and disrupted ASC specks when they were

present in full-length ASC constructs. If it were the case that

the ASC specks were formed by nonspecific aggregation of
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ASC proteins, we would not see any effect of single mutations in-

hibiting specific interactions of PYD and CARD on the assembly

of the ASC speck.We suggest the term polymer or polymer scaf-

fold instead of aggregate for the ASC speck because the term

has been coined for PYD filaments recently (Cai et al., 2014; Lu

et al., 2014).

It is general assumed that PYD- and CARD-containing pro-

teins interact via homotypic PYD-PYD andCARD-CARD interac-

tions. Separate PYD and CARD were expressed in the same cell

and mutually exclusive filament formation was observed (Fig-

ure 5A). Nonoverlapping PYD and CARD filaments show the

specificity of filament formation. On the other hand, our study

is in conflict with a previous study that shows heterophilic

interactions between PYD and CARD (Masumoto et al., 2001).

A previous mutational screen study on separate PYD using

loss-of-filament-formation as an output (Moriya et al., 2005)

also presented conflicting results with our study for mutations

E13A, L25A, E62A, E67A, and L73A (Table S1). Finally, another

recent study focusing on the CARD of ASC identified an overlap-

ping amino acid important for the ASC speck formation, R160

(Proell et al., 2013). However, the shape of the structure upon

disruption of the ASC speck was not mentioned as filaments,

probably due to low image magnification.

Alternative Modes of PYD-PYD Interaction Facilitate
Polymerization
PYD and CARD belong to the death-fold domain superfamily.

Another member of this superfamily, death-domain used at least

three nonoverlapping interaction modes according to the crystal

structures of DISC, MyDDosome, and PIDDosome complexes

(Kersse et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2010; Park et al., 2007; Wang

et al., 2010). A recent mutagenesis study proposed that the

PYD filament formation may be a result of type I interactions

(Vajjhala et al., 2012). The simple observation of the PYD and

CARD filaments’ branching in the cytosol indicates that type I

might not be the only interactionmode effective in these domains

(Figures 5A–5C and 6C; Movies S1B and S2). This idea was

further supported by the colocalization of type I mode-deficient

D48A PYD on the WT PYD filaments. We confirmed the degree

of colocalization with an in vitro FRET experiment, which showed

that the D48APYDs interactingwith theWTPYDfilaments have a

close relative FRET efficiency compared to the positive control.

Interestingly, coIP and GST pull-down experiments showed

that the D48A PYD fails to interact with the WT PYD (Vajjhala

et al., 2012), indicating that type I interaction is abolished by

D48A mutation. Note that coIP and GST pull-down assays eval-

uate interactions between soluble proteins. However, colocali-

zation and in vitro FRET (using whole cell lysate) experiments

take insoluble PYD filaments into account. Cumulative results

point out that the mutant PYD (D48A) is not able to interact

with the WT PYD monomer but can have an interaction with

insoluble WT PYD filaments. This result can be explained by a

model in which the binding interface of filaments composes

more than two PYDs (Figure 6G). The recent cryo-EM-based

structure of PYD filaments also supports the presence of alterna-

tive interaction modes of PYD (Lu et al., 2014). Interestingly, R41

was depicted on both type I and type III interaction surfaces in

this model. Such a configuration is in good agreement with our

experimental results, explaining why R41A PYD (unlike D48A
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PYD) was only poorly able to interact withWTPYD filaments (Fig-

ures 6C–6E).

It is remarkable that PYD-PYD interaction inhibiting mutations

have a gradual effect on filament formation frequency rather than

an all-or-none phenotype. We can explain this observation by

the increase of threshold concentration required for nucleation

of PYD filaments. This theory is consistent with recent studies

showing prion-like polymerization of PYD filaments (Cai et al.,

2014; Lu et al., 2014). On the other hand, R41A and D48A muta-

tions completely destroy filament formation, indicating these

mutants are severely defected in type I interaction mode. Thus,

ability of the D48A PYD to interact with the WT PYD filaments

can be explained by presence of non-type I interactions in

PYD filaments. The cryo-EM structure of PYD filament was pub-

lished while our manuscript was in preparation, confirming alter-

native interaction modes on PYD filaments (Lu et al., 2014).

Combined analysis of the GNM andMD simulations described

the roles of R41A and D48A in the PYD’s dynamics and revealed

the allosteric nature of the binding interactions. The two surfaces

of the interaction modes indeed show a dynamic coupling on

separate PYD. The allosteric dynamics, although favoring type

I interaction mode in the WT PYD, supports type II and type III

interaction modes in the D48A PYD, which implies an interplay

between different types of interaction modes that could be

controllable through global dynamics. This might also imply

that the type I interaction mode forms the first level compaction

of PYD-PYD filament formation and may predispose type II and

type III interaction modes for the next level compaction.

Our results prove that specific interactions by PYD and CARD

are critical for the ASC speck formation. Furthermore, the flexible

linker between the PYD andCARDof ASC is also essential for the

globular ASC speck formation. The alternative splice variant of

ASC (short isoform) lacks this linker and fails to form the ASC

speck but forms filaments instead (Figure 4F). NMR structures

of full-length ASC reveal that the linker can acquire a variety of

conformations, which might serve the basis of conformational

flexibility of ASC to use different interaction modes in the highly

compact ASC speck.

The ASC Speck Formation Requires at Least Two
Distinct Levels of Compaction
L25A mutant full-length ASC displayed an atypical phenotype,

called Medusa’s head in this study. It is a perinuclear structure

with a size close to the ASC speck but has short filaments radially

pointing outward from its core (Figure 4H). Interestingly, the mu-

tation appears to have no effect on the PYD-PYD interactions ac-

cording to our PYD filament formation assay (Figures 5B and 5D)

and coIP/GST pull-down experiments by another group (Vajjhala

et al., 2012). It seems that L25Amutated full-length ASC suffers a

deficiency in the compaction of the ASC speck. We suggest that

L25A and rest of the mutations disrupting the ASC speck (e.g.,

D48A on PYD and R160A on CARD) interfere with disparate

levels of compaction, which supports the idea that the ASC

speck is an organized scaffold instead of a nonspecific aggrega-

tion of ASC proteins. According to our model, the ASC speck for-

mation is based on at least two levels of compaction: the first

level is based on homophilic interactions between the PYD-

PYD and CARD-CARD, followed by the second level of compac-

tion, which can be inhibited by L25A mutation. The presence of
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alternative interaction modes in PYD (and possibly in CARD as

well) might explain how the PYD and CARD filaments organize

in the ASC speck at the second level of compaction.

The importance of dynamics in the function has been high-

lighted with the prediction and explanation of most of the muta-

tions that affect the speck formation by the full-length ASC and

the filament formation by separate PYD.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Molecular Cloning

The pEGFP-C3-hASC plasmid, which encodes a fusion protein of EGFP and

human ASC (NP_037390.2), was obtained by subcloning the cDNA of ASC

from the pcDNA3-hASC into pEGFP-C3 plasmid using HindIII and EcoRI

restriction sites. Site-directed mutations were introduced into pEGFP-C3-

hASC plasmid using a PCR-based approach. Double mutations carrying

EGFP-ASC constructs (K26A-R160A and L68A-R160A) were cloned sequen-

tially, using EGFP-ASC R160A as a template in the mutagenesis procedure.

pEGFP-PYD WT and mutant constructs were further subcloned from

pEGFP-C3-hASC variants by amplifying PYD (amino acids between 1 and

90) using PCR and cloning between HindIII and EcoRI sites in pEGFP-C3

empty vector (Clontech). Similarly, pmCherry-CARDwt andmutant constructs

were subcloned from pEGFP-C3-hASC variants by amplifying CARD (amino

acids between 111 and 195) using PCR and cloning betweenHindIII and EcoRI

sites in the in-house produced empty vector pmCherry-C3.1. Short isoform of

ASC (NP_660183.1) was cloned using two-step PCR procedure. First, exon 1

and 3 were amplified and purified, followed by fusion of two fragments via

overlapping primer ends in the second step PCR. The fragment was cloned

into pEGFP-C3 vector between HindIII and EcoRI sites.

FRET Analysis

For fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) analysis, 15 3 106

HEK293T cells were seeded on 150 mm plates and transfected with 12 mg

of indicated plasmids via calcium-phosphate method. Cells were scraped

and sonicated in PBS containing protease inhibitor cocktail and 2 mM

EDTA. Lysates were transferred to quartz cuvettes and analyzed using a spec-

trofluorometer (Cary Eclipse, Agilent Technologies). Samples were excited at

488 nm (excitation maximum of FRET donor). See the Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures for relative FRET efficiency calculation.

Imaging

Cells were observed either using an inverted fluorescent microscope (Axio

Observer, Zeiss) or confocal microscopy (TCSSP5II, Leica). For confocal

microscopy, cells were seeded on sterile glass coverslips in six-well plates

before transfection. Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde solution for

5 min. The nucleus was stained with 5 mg/ml DAPI for 15 min.

Gaussian Network Model

The GNM (Bahar et al., 1998; Haliloglu et al., 1997) is an elastic network model,

where each node is an amino acid represented by its alpha carbon atom (Ca).

The interactions between Cas (within a cut-off radius) are described with har-

monic springs as edges. High-frequency fluctuating residues as well as hinge

residues were determined by the GNM where high-frequency modes (fast

modes) refer to localized fluctuations and low-frequency modes (slow modes)

represent global functional motions. All the details about the GNM analysis are

given in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Molecular Dynamics Simulations and Analysis

MD simulations were performed with NAMD 2.7 (Phillips et al., 2005) with

CHARMM27 forcefield (Brooks et al., 1983) at 310 K and 1 atm using a 2-fs

time step. Langevin thermostat and barostat (Phillips et al., 2005) were used

to enforce constant temperature and pressure. The PYD structure was ob-

tained from the NMR structure of full-length ASC (PDB ID: 2KN6) (de Alba,

2009). Amino acid mutations were carried out with VMD 1.9.1 (Humphrey

et al., 1996). Analysis of the MD trajectories was performed by VMD 1.9.1

and the ptraj module of AMBER 11 (Case et al., 2010). Backbone rotational/

dihedral fluctuations were calculated using the circular statistics toolbox of
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MATLAB (Berens, 2009). Principal components and correlations between

residue fluctuations were calculated using MATLAB. The details about the

simulated systems, the MD simulations performed, and the analysis are given

in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

five figures, two tables, and two movies and can be found with this article on-

line at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.str.2014.09.011.
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